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Abstract 

As computers and the Internet become increasingly ubiquitous in our society, the average 

user has become increasingly apathetic towards their own security. Everyday, users blindly 

upload their media and thoughts, enter passwords and credit card information, without a true 

understanding of where it goes from there and who controls it once they hit enter. Therefore, the 

responsibility falls to the web developers who design and create the product to ensure the user's 

safety. Developers must follow a code of ethics that ensures that they will not use the data they 

collect from users for anything other than the agreed upon use. By requiring all users to 

electronically sign a terms and services agreement upon account creation, popular websites are 

able to be open with their customers regarding what they can and cannot do with a user’s 

content. 

 

Introduction 

With the growing presence of the online world, it is hard to find somebody without 

several online accounts. It takes little knowledge of how the Internet works to set up a Facebook 

account, yet everyday people post personal content and have private conversations on the site. In 

order to protect the general, less web-educated public from the sites they log into without 

question, there must be a set of ethics governing those web developers gathering personal media 



and information. This personal information can be as private as password and credit card 

information or as public as a shared photo, but no matter the medium, the company collecting the 

information has a duty to be responsible for that data. Neglecting to take on this responsibility 

results in real world consequences; the infamous Heartbleed bug sent people running to change 

all of their passwords, while the Ashley Madison hack tore families apart. It is important to 

understand the standards to which web security developers hold themselves, in order for the 

general public to truly understand the risks they trade every time they sign up for a new account. 

A code of ethics is defined as a system of moral principles (Landau, 1). Every society has 

its own code of ethics, all differing slightly based on its surrounding culture. The Internet is a 

unique society in that it is spread worldwide, and so its code of ethics must apply equally to as 

many of those societies as possible. The Association for Computing Machinery (known as the 

ACM), has outlined a code of ethics for the development of any technology, many points of 

which help to govern cyber security. Of the principles on the list, one jumps out that seems 

especially applicable to the world of cyber security: Be honest and trustworthy (“ACM Code of 

Ethics and Professional Conduct”). 

This principle of interest implores developers to be open with its users, and to deserve 

their trust. Developers attempt this with lengthy Terms and Condition agreements, contracts that 

often serve as disclaimers for what the website can and cannot do with any data collected from 

the user. However, a Fairer Finance Survey discovered that 73 percent of users do not read the 

document before agreeing to it, and only 17 percent of those who read them understand them 

(Glancy). While the terms and conditions may have the best intentions of being honest with the 

user, it proves to be ineffective. Facebook has an additional approach, and has set up a page that 

users can like to stay up to date with any security concerns that may come up. This allows for a 



separate, more open and likely to be read channel for Facebook to communicate with its users. In 

addition to their security page, Facebook has also posted more detailed articles on exactly how 

they keep the site secure. In an article posted for Data Privacy Day in 2011, Facebook makes the 

effort to explain how a secure HTTPS connection works using basic terms. They also go on to 

describe the tradeoffs a user might encounter when using an HTTPS connection, such as a slower 

loading speed (Hicks). Here, Facebook succeeds in being open and honest with its users, by not 

only providing a source of information other than their unread terms and condition agreements, 

but also by ensuring that the language used to describe their security measures is targeted for the 

security-illiterate majority. 

 

Importance to the Community 

Although most people using the Internet do not have a formal education in web security, 

the general public must understand the risks they trade every time they sign up for a new account 

or upload media. With so much communication occurring over the Internet today, it is important 

for a user to understand if that communication could be shared at a moment’s notice, or if it is 

safe and confidential. By understanding a website’s security obligations and the ethics they abide 

by, a user is able to make an educated decision regarding what they choose to post or say online. 

Being aware of these ethics also allows Internet users to be more aware of when the code of 

ethics is broken and allows the public to hold websites accountable for their failures.  

For example, the popular Internet makeup retailer Lime Crime recently went under fire 

for their dishonest handling of a credit card leak on their site. The website reported on their 

Instagram account that they had fallen victim to credit card hackers on February 15th of 2015, 

however, many patrons of the site claimed that Lime Crime was responsible for the extent of the 

attack. Claims were made that Lime Crime had knowingly been using an expired SSL certificate 



to secure their credit card information and had been ignoring customers’ fraud complaints since 

fall of 2014. The site then had to shut down, and has since lost the trust of its once loyal 

customers (Dries). Here, Lime Crime violated the basic ethical law of staying honest and 

trustworthy, and when the public was made aware, the company suffered justly. 

 

Action Items 

A way to leverage cyber ethics in favor of the user is simply awareness of the obligations 

the website has to its user by understanding the ownership of the content the user uploads to a 

site. When a person uploads a photo to Instagram, ideally he or she would know whether or not 

Instagram has the right to redistribute the image without violating any ethical guidelines. 

Websites do this by requiring all users to agree to their terms and conditions when they sign up 

for an account, but since most people blindly click the “agree” button, it is important to revisit 

these conditions to understand whose hands uploaded media is truly in. 

To begin with the example of Instagram, a look into their terms and conditions reveals 

that the user is in little control of how their media is distributed after they press upload. 

Instagram’s terms of service states: 

Instagram does not claim ownership of any Content that you post on or through the 

Service. Instead, you hereby grant to Instagram a non-exclusive, fully paid and royalty-

free, transferable, sub-licensable, worldwide license to use the Content that you post on 

or through the Service. (“Terms of Use”) 

Therefore, while the poster of the content still technically owns the materials, Instagram 

does have the right to redistribute the content as it sees fit. Instagram is not alone in this kind of 

content control; YouTube, Twitter, and Flickr all also have this written in their terms of service 

(Osborne and Mohamed). And while all current users have agreed to the terms and conditions, 



these terms are always subject to change, so it is also important that users pay attention to when 

the terms are updated. From an artist uploading her latest work to a coworker posting an 

embarrassing photo, it is vital to understand where the content could end up.  

 

Conclusion 

While each website’s terms and services are different and convoluted, it is important to 

read through them to understand who can do what with uploaded media. Terms and services are 

most websites best attempts to be open and honest with their users. While it is a weak attempt, as 

most people do not read the terms before agreeing to them, it is a thorough attempt. These 

documents are often long and detailed, at times too complicated for anybody but a lawyer to 

decipher, but they do contain detailed disclaimers allowing websites to technically be open and 

honest with its users. So while many companies choose to retain the right to redistribute and use 

media freely as they see fit, they use terms and conditions agreements in order to operate within 

a code of ethics.  
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